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ABSTRACT
The N2 index ([Nii]λ6584/Hα) is used to determine emission line galaxy metallicities at all redshifts,
including high redshift, where galaxies tend to be metal-poor. The initial aim of the work was to
improve the calibrations used to infer oxygen abundance from N2 employing updated low-metallicity
galaxy databases. We compare N2 and the metallicity determined using the direct method for the set
of extremely metal-poor galaxies compiled by Morales-Luis et al. (2011). To our surprise, the oxygen
abundance presents a tendency to be constant with N2, with a very large scatter. Consequently,
we find that the existing N2 calibrators overstimate the oxygen abundance for most low metallicity
galaxies, and then they can be used only to set upper limits to the true metallicity in low-metallicity
galaxies. An explicit expression for this limit is given. In addition, we try to explain the observed
scatter using photoionization models. It is mostly due to the different evolutionary state of the
Hii regions producing the emission lines, but it also arises due to differences of N/O among the galaxies.
Subject headings: galaxies: abundances – galaxies: formation – galaxies: starburst – galaxies: high-
redshift
1. INTRODUCTION
Optical bright emission lines have been used for many
years as the main source of information to derive phys-
ical properties and chemical abundances both in nearby
and distant galaxies. These optical emission-lines are ex-
cited by the UV radiation emitted by young massive stars
in the gas clouds surrounding on-going star-formation
complexes in galaxies. The total metallicity (Z) of the
gas-phase is one of the most relevant pieces of informa-
tion that can be extracted. In particular, the regime of
low metallicity is particularly important in the context of
unevolved/young objects resembling the first protogalax-
ies (e.g., Izotov et al. 2006; Morales-Luis et al. 2011) and
or star-formation in the high redshift universe (e.g.,
Cresci et al. 2010; Mannucci et al. 2011; Troncoso et al.
2014).
The most accurate method to derive Z using the bright
collisionally excited emission-lines is the determination
of the total oxygen abundance4; O/H based on measur-
ing the electron temperature, the so-called Te method.
Te can be derived from the ratio of lines with different
excitation potential; the most widely used is the ratio
of oxygen lines, [Oiii]λ4363/([Oiii]λ4959+ [Oiii]λ5007).
Then, the ionic abundances of the most abundant oxygen
ions is obtained from the ratio of their brightest emission-
lines to a Hydrogen Balmer line, i.e., [Oii]λ3727/Hβ for
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4 O abundance is used as a proxy for Z assuming, e.g., that
the different metals are present in solar proportion. In addition,
the nebular oxygen abundance inferred from emission lines is not
the total O since part of the O may be depleted into dust grains.
However, this depletion is negligible small in our galaxies as dis-
cussed at the end of Section 3. Therefore in this paper we use the
term oxygen abundance even though we measure nebular oxygen
abundance.
O+ and [Oiii]λ5007/Hβ for O2+ (e.g., Pagel et al. 1992;
Ha¨gele et al. 2008).
Unfortunately, the Te method is often useless at large
redshifts due to the faintness of the weak auroral lines
and/or because the wavelength coverage does not in-
clude the emission-lines required to derive of the ob-
servation electron temperature or ionic abundances. In
those cases, other methods based only on the bright-
est available emission-lines are used instead. One
of the most popular ones is based on the ratio be-
tween [Nii]λ6584 and Hα, the so-called N2 parame-
ter (e.g., Storchi-Bergmann et al. 1994; Denicolo´ et al.
2002; Pettini & Pagel 2004; Pe´rez-Montero & Contini
2009). This parameter involves emission lines
close in wavelength so it is almost independent
of reddening or flux calibration uncertainties. N2
presents a linear relation with log(O/H), within
a range of metallicity including extremely metal
poor (XMP) galaxies5 (e.g., Denicolo´ et al. 2002;
Pettini & Pagel 2004; Pe´rez-Montero & Contini 2009;
Lo´pez-Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Marino et al. 2013). More-
over, N2 allows measuring O/H in high redshift ob-
jects, because the required [Nii] emission-line appears
in many high-z surveys focused on the detection of Hα
in near-IR bands (e.g., Erb 2008; Queyrel et al. 2009,
2012). Other methods widely used to derive O/H based
on strong collisional emission lines have revealed to be
quite inefficient in the range of XMPs. For instance, the
R23 parameter (Pagel et al. 1979) has a bi-valuated be-
haviour with O/H in high redshift objects, and O3N2
(Alloin et al. 1979) cannot be used for oxygen abundance
12+log(O/H)<8 (e.g., Marino et al. 2013).
This paper is focused on the empirical O/H
estimate using the N2 index in metal-poor galax-
ies. We wanted to take advantage of the compre-
hensive sample of metal-poor galaxies compiled by
5 By definition, galaxies with Z < Z⊙/10; see, e.g.,
Kunth & O¨stlin (2000).
2Morales-Luis et al. (2011) to improve the significance of
the calibrations O/H versus N2 obtained so far (e.g.
Denicolo´ et al. 2002; Pettini & Pagel 2004; Nagao et al.
2006; Pe´rez-Montero & Contini 2009). To our surprise,
we found that the scatter of the relationship O/H
versus N2 increases when improving the statistics, and
reveals that the ratio [Nii]λ6583 to Hα seems to be
independent of metallicity at low oxygen abundance
(12+log(O/H)<7.6, which corresponds to a metallicity
Z . Z⊙/10). This result casts doubts on the metallici-
ties of high-redshift metal-poor objects based on N2, but
indicates that N2 can be used to set an upper limit to the
true metallicity of the targets. This paper describes the
problem, the solution, and explains how the behaviour
of N2 can be understood using photoionization models.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe
the sample of 46 XMP galaxies (Section 2) used to cal-
ibrate the N2-based empirical metallicity estimate. The
Te method we use to determine physical properties and
chemical abundances is presented in Section 3. The Te
method is employed to determine the chemical abun-
dances of the sample of XMPs in Section 4. In order
to identify the sources of scatter in the N2 calibration
at low metallicities, photoionization models are analyzed
in Section 5.1. The sources of the observed scatter are
identified in Section 5.2. A summary with conclusions
and follow-up work is provided in Section 6.
2. EXTREMELY METAL POOR GALAXY SAMPLE
In order to calibrate the index N2 in the very low-Z
range, we need a large sample of low-Z targets with their
O/H homogeneously determined via the direct method.
We start off from the metal-poor galaxy sample com-
piled by Morales-Luis et al. (2011), which included all
galaxies with metallicity one tenth or less of the solar
value (i.e., 12 + log(O/H)<7.69, Asplund et al. 2009)
found to the date of publication. The total sample in-
cludes 140 XMPs. Among them, 79 have spectra in
SDSS/DR7, which is the spectral database used in the
calibration.
Nearby galaxies with spectra in SDSS (objects with
redshift . 0.024) have [Oii]λ3727 out of the observed
spectral range, thus the determination of the O+/H+ by
the direct method, i.e., using [Oii]λ3727, is not possi-
ble. A slight modification of the direct method allows
to calculate the value of O+/H+ from the intensities
of the auroral lines [Oii]λλ7320,7330 (Aller 1984) and
was explored. It is important, however, to bear in mind
that the application of the auroral line method is re-
stricted to spectra with sufficiently high signal-to-noise
ratio (Kniazev et al. 2004). Because of this, we select
galaxies with S/N & 3 in [Oii]λ7320. Only 31 of the 79
metal-poor galaxies with SDSS spectra fulfill the required
S/N criterion. We added 15 galaxies to the sample taking
into account the similarity between N and O ionization
structures. With N/O obtained using the N2S2 index
(Pe´rez-Montero & Contini 2009) and N+/H+ inferred
through the functional form by Ha¨gele et al. (2008), it
is possible to estimate O+/H+ when [Oii] lines are un-
available. In summary, we have 46 XMP galaxies with
their metallicities determined in a homogeneous and con-
sistent way, which is the main sample employed in this
paper.
In order to put our work into context, we also ran-
domly select and analyze a control sample of 65 star-
burst galaxies, having intermediate metallicities (7.7 ≤
12+ log(O/H) ≤ 8.2). We first select those emission line
galaxies in SDSS/DR7 which were not classified as metal-
poor galaxies by Morales-Luis et al. (2011). Then, we
discarded AGNs using the BPT diagram (Baldwin et al.
1981). Finally, we divided the range of N2 roughly cor-
responding to 7.7 ≤ 12 + log(O/H) ≤ 8.2 in 65 equal in-
tervals, and then one galaxy was randomly selected per
interval.
3. TECHNIQUE TO DERIVE THE PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES AND CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES
The emission-line fluxes of the spectra of the 46 XMPs
and the 65 galaxies in the control sample are measured
using our own IDL procedure to better control the errors
and their propagation. Basically, the procedure works
as the task SPLOT in IRAF6. In the case of an isolated
line or two blended unresolved lines, they are measured
integrating between two points given by the position of
the local continuum identified by eye. If two lines are
blended, but they can be resolved, we use a multiple
Gaussian fit to estimate individual fluxes.
The statistical error associated with the observed
emission lines is calculated using the expression σ1 =
σcN
1/2[1+EW/(N∆)]1/2 (Gonzalez-Delgado et al. 1994;
Castellanos et al. 2002; Pe´rez-Montero & Dı´az 2003),
where σ1 is the error in the observed line flux, σc cor-
responds to the noise in the continuum near the mea-
sured emission line, N is the number of pixels used in the
measurement of the line flux, EW is the line equivalent
width, and ∆ is the wavelength dispersion.
All line fluxes were corrected for reddening using the
same procedures as in Ha¨gele et al. (2008). The redden-
ing coefficient in Hβ, c(Hβ), was calculated assuming
the extinction law of Miller & Mathews (1972) for the
Galaxy and performing a least-squares fit to the differ-
ence between the theoretical and observed Balmer decre-
ment. The corrected emission line flux of a line with
wavelength λ, I(λ), is given by
I(λ)
I(Hβ)
=
F(λ)
F(Hβ)
· 10c(Hβ)f(λ), (1)
where F(λ) stands for the measured emission line flux,
and f(λ) is the extinction law at the corresponding wave-
length.
With the reddening corrected fluxes, we determine
the physical conditions of the ionized gas, electron tem-
perature and electron density included. Electron tem-
perature and electron density determinations are based
on the five-level statistical equilibrium atom approxima-
tion in the task TEMDEN of IRAF (De Robertis et al.
1987). Electron density is derived from the ratio
[Sii]λ6717/[Sii]λ6731, and in objects without this ra-
tio, a density of 100 cm−3 is assumed, typical in
this kind of galaxies (e.g. Pe´rez-Montero & Dı´az 2005).
The electron temperature of [Oiii] is derived using
6 IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility distributed
by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is oper-
ated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
(AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation (NSF).
3the ratio ([Oiii]λ4959+[Oiii]λ5007)/[Oiii]λ4363 (e.g.,
Stasin´ska 2004).
As we mentioned in Sec. 2, [Oii]λ3727 is often out of
the wavelength range in the SDSS spectra of our galax-
ies, thus the electron temperature of [Oii] is calculated
using the model relation between t([Oii]) and t([Oiii])
worked out by Pe´rez-Montero & Dı´az (2003). Further-
more, in the 15 cases without O+/H+, we need the elec-
tron temperature of [Nii] to calculate N+/H+. t[Nii])
can be derived from the emission-line ratio ([Nii]λ6584
+[Nii]λ6548)/[Nii]λ5755 in 8 objects. The remaining 7
cases use an independent relation between t([Nii]) and
t([Oiii]) worked out by Pe´rez-Montero & Contini (2009).
This particular study uses oxygen abundance to trace
the metallicity, therefore, we have not calculated the
abundance of other elements. The measures calculates
the total oxygen abundance relative to hydrogen using,
O
H
⋍
O+ +O2+
H+
. (2)
The ionic abundances of O+ and O2+ are obtained em-
ploying the expressions given by Ha¨gele et al. (2008),
which consider the lines [Oiii]λ4959 and [Oiii]λ5007 for
O2+, and [Oii]λλ7320,7330 for O+. O3+ does not need to
be included since its abundance is negligibly small in Hii
regions (e.g., Stasin´ska et al. 2012; Andrews & Martini
2013). For those galaxies without a direct determination
of the ionic abundance O+/H+, considering the similar-
ity of ionization structures of N and O, it is possible to
assume,
N
O
⋍
N+
O+
. (3)
With N/O obtained using the N2S2 index by
Pe´rez-Montero & Contini (2009), and N+/H+, calcu-
lated employing the approximation by Ha¨gele et al.
(2008), it is possible to determine O+/H+ through the
expression,
O+
H+
=
N+
H+
O
N
. (4)
Errors in chemical abundances and physical proper-
ties are estimated in a Montecarlo simulation. The
line fluxes involved in determining the physical condi-
tions and chemical abundances are randomly modified
500 times according to their observed errors, and the
abundances are computed for each one of these realiza-
tions. The error for the abundance is the standard de-
viation among all the values thus obtained. The noise
added to the observed fluxes is assumed to be Gaussian.
These error bars do not include systematic errors, which
may be non-negligible. For instante, even XMP galax-
ias, where the dust is almost absent (e.g., Fisher et al.
2014), may have 20% of their O depleted into dust grains
(e.g., Peimbert & Peimbert 2010). This represent an
artificial drop of metallicity of 0.08 dex. Similar error
results from ignoring temperature inhomogenities (e.g.,
Peimbert & Peimbert 2010).
4. METALLICITY AND N2 INDEX
The oxygen nebular metallicity computed for the
metal-poor sample is compared with N2 in Fig. 1. The
first important result is that, most of the galaxies have
Fig. 1.— Oxygen abundance versus N2 for the XMP galaxy sam-
ple. We also include the third-order polynomial calibration of the
relationship from PP04 (the solid line), the linear fit calibration
from PP04 (the dash triple-dot line), the linear calibration from
Pe´rez-Montero & Contini (2009) (the dashed-line) and the linear
calibration from Denicolo´ et al. (2002) (the dash-dot line).
Fig. 2.— Oxygen abundance versus N2 for the full sample, i.e.,
the low metallicity sample (the black squares) plus the control sam-
ple (the green diamonds). We also include the third-order polyno-
mial calibration from PP04 (the solid line), the linear fit calibration
from PP04 (the dash triple-dot line), the linear calibration from
Pe´rez-Montero & Contini (2009) (the dashed-line) and the linear
calibration from Denicolo´ et al. (2002) (the dash-dot line). The
lines represent typical calibrations used in the literature to derive
O/H from N2.
metallicities one tenth or less of the solar value. There-
fore, the oxygen abundance obtained using the direct
method confirms that most galaxies selected as low-
metallicity galaxies in Morales-Luis et al. (2011) are, in-
deed, XMPs.
In addition, the observed oxygen abundance presents
a tendency to be constant with N2 for the metal-poor
galaxies, i.e., metallicities have similar values for a broad
range of [Nii]λ6583/Hα (Fig. 1). This is discourag-
ing if one tries to use N2 as proxy for metallicity at
low metallicity. As we argue below, N2-based metal-
licity estimates by Pettini & Pagel (2004, PP04) cali-
brate the N2 index versus O/H relationship in the range
7 ≤ 12 + log(O/H) ≤ 8.7 (see Fig. 1). The data set used
4by PP04 presents a discontinuity in metallicity in the re-
gion of XMP galaxies. Figure 2 shows our metal-poor
galaxy sample together with the control sample. There
is no jump in the low metallicity range. Then, we con-
clude that the apparent discontinuity in PP04 is due to
the small number of data points they had available. The
present sample makes use of a more recent and larger
database and, the oxygen abundance versus N2 shows a
continuous trend even in the low metallicity range.
The scatter of the relationship log(O/H) vs N2 is very
large (Fig. 2). This scatter is also present in other
samples like the one used by Pettini & Pagel (2004) and
the more recent sample analyzed by Berg et al. (2012).
We initially attempted to calibrate the N2 index in the
low metallicity range, but we gave up due to the scat-
ter of the observed points. However, N2 can be safely
used to set an upper limit to the true metallicity in the
low metallicity range. The third-order polynomial cali-
bration from PP04 suffices for this objective (see the fit
inserted in Fig. 2), namely,
12+ log(O/H) . 9.37+2.03 ·N2+1.26 ·N22+0.32 ·N23,
(5)
when −2.5 ≤ N2 ≤ −1. Equation 5 grants that a XMP
galaxy according to N2 is a truly XMP galaxy.
5. ORIGIN OF THE SCATTER IN THE
METALLICITY VERSUS N2 RELATIONSHIP
5.1. Photoionization models
In order to understand the source of scatter in Figs. 1
and 2, we developed a set of photoionization models us-
ing CLOUDY (v.10; Ferland et al. 1998), covering the
physical condition expected for the observed objects.
The photoionization models assume a spherically sym-
metric Hii region, with the ionized emitting gas taken
to have a constant density of 50 cm−3. We also tried
models with constant gas pressure, but they do not sig-
nificantly modify the emission line ratios with respect
to constant density models, and so this assumption does
not bias the conclusions of the modeling. The models
have plane-parallel geometry. The gas is ionized by a
coeval cluster of massive stars, with the spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) obtained using Starburst99 syn-
thetic stellar atmospheres (Leitherer et al. 1999). The
age of the cluster is 1 Myr. We use an initial mass
function (IMF) with exponents 1.3 and 2.3 at low and
high masses, respectively. Boundaries for the IMF are
0.1 and 100 M⊙, and the exponent changes at 0.5 M⊙.
Models use Padova AGB stellar tracks with metallici-
ties Z=0.004 and Z=0.0004, the latter being the low-
est available metallicity. Assuming solar composition
(Asplund et al. 2009), Z=0.0004 ≡ 12+log(O/H)=7.16
and Z=0.004 ≡ 12+log(O/H)=8.16, which corresponds
to the range of oxygen abundance found in our targets.
The available metallicities are too coarse for the in-
tended modeling. Therefore, for intermediate metallic-
ity, we interpolate the two extreme spectra, one with
Z1 = 0.0004 and the other with Z2 = 0.004. If
Z = w1 · Z1 +w2 · Z2, (6)
then the spectrum corresponding to metallicity Z, SZ, is
SZ = w1 · SZ1 +w2 · SZ2 , (7)
Fig. 3.— log(N/O) versus 12+log(O/H) for the metal-poor
galaxy sample using N2S2 from Pe´rez-Montero & Contini (2009).
Error bars are calculated as is explained in Sec. 3.
with 0 < w1,w2 < 1 and, w1 +w2 = 1.
It is also assumed that the gas has the same metallicity
as the ionizing stars. The other ionic abundances are
set in solar proportions (Asplund et al. 2009), except
in the case of nitrogen, where we explore different
values of N/O. Our galaxies are expected to have
log(N/O) ≈ −1.6 (Henry et al. 2000). To measure N/O
one would ideally like to have [Oii]λ3727, but, as it is
explained in Sec. 2, the line is often outside the observed
spectral range. In this case we use N2S2 index to obtain
an approximate value of N/O (Pe´rez-Montero & Contini
2009). Fig. 3 shows the result for our sample. From the
figure we see that the metal-poor galaxies have typically
−1.6 ≤ log(N/O) ≤ −1.4. Taking into account this fact,
we compute two sets of models with log(N/O) = −1.6
and −1.4. Each one is built for a number of ionization
parameters logU = −3,−2.9,−2.7,−2.5,−2.4,−2.2,−2
and for a number of oxygen abundances 12+log(O/H) =
7.16, 7.26, 7.36, 7.46.7.56, 7.66, 7.76, 7.86, 7.96, 8.06, 8.16.
The range of logU corresponds to the ionization de-
gree shown by the type of object studied here (e.g.,
Pe´rez-Montero & Dı´az 2005). All in all, we have 154
photoionization models which allow us to predict N2
of a function of 12+log(O/H) under a large number of
circumstances.
5.2. Scatter in O/H vs N2
When looking for a metallicity indicator based on
bright emission lines such as N2, one would ideally like
to find combinations of lines whose fluxes depend only on
chemical abundances. This is difficult because the emis-
sion line fluxes are controlled by other physical parame-
ters as well. In the case of N2, the ionization parameter
(U), i.e., ratio between the number of ionizing photons
and density of hydrogen atoms, is the parameter cause
most of the intrinsic variations (Denicolo´ et al. 2002).
In order to understand and identify the relationship
between the scatter observed in Fig. 1 and the ionization
parameter, we employ the photoionization models de-
scribed in Sec. 5.1. [Oiii]/Hβ=[Oiii](λ4959+λ5007)/Hβ
weakly depends on metallicity in a non-trivial way, al-
though it is mainly sensitive to the ionization param-
eter at sub-solar metallicity (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981;
5Fig. 4.— Oxygen abundance versus N2 for the metal-poor galaxy
sample. Each color is associated with one value of logU as coded
in the inset. There is a clear trend for smaller N2 to have lower U.
The relationship is not one-to-one, though.
Kewley et al. 2001; Levesque et al. 2010). We use the
observed [Oiii]/Hβ together with the models to estimate
U in individual galaxies. Metallicity and N/O are known.
Thereby, we plot [Oiii]/Hβ versus N2 for the models and
the galaxies, and we assign to each galaxy the nearest
value of U. The results are shown in Fig. 4, which con-
tains oxygen abundance versus N2 with different colors
representing different ionization parameters. This plot is
quite revealing, because it indicates that the scatter ob-
served in Fig. 1 can be explained by the galaxies having
different degree of ionization. As Fig. 4 shows, given an
oxygen abundance, N2 decreases with increasing ioniza-
tion parameter.
The degree of ionization of a galaxy changes with its
evolutionary state (e.g., Levesque et al. 2010). The ob-
served equivalent width of Hβ (EW(Hβ)) indicates the
age of the ionizing cluster (e.g., Leitherer et al. 1999),
although it also depends on the underlying stellar com-
ponent of the galaxies that provides most of the photons
in continuum wavelengths. Pe´rez-Montero et al. (2010)
showed that the underlying population contribution is
less than 10% in a sample of Hii galaxies similar to our
targets. Therefore, we can use EW(Hβ) as a qualitative
estimate of the evolutionary state of our XMP sample.
We computed EW(Hβ) for our galaxies, and the maxi-
mum of the distribution is at EW(Hβ)≃100A˚. Galaxies
in two different age ranges are shown in Fig. 5; the red
filled circles correspond to EW(Hβ)<100A˚ whereas the
galaxies with EW(Hβ)≥100A˚ are shown as black filled
circles. Lower EW(Hβ)s correspond to younger galax-
ies. Comparing Fig. 4 and 5, we can see that the galax-
ies with low ionization parameter are the most evolved
ones. These results indicate that part of the dispersion
showed in Fig. 1 is related to the evolutionary state of
the galaxies through the ionization parameter U.
The dependence of the scatter in Fig. 1 on N/O was
also explored. Since N2 uses N line to measure O abun-
dance, ti most depend on N/O. As one can hinted at
differences in Fig. 6, another source of scatter seems to
be in the N/O ratio. The figure separates galaxies with
log (N/O)≤-1.5 (red filled circles) and galaxies with log
Fig. 5.— Oxygen abundance versus N2 for the metal-poor galaxy
sample. Red filled circles represent galaxies with EW(Hβ)<100A˚,
whereas black filled circles stand for galaxies with EW(Hβ)≥100A˚.
(N/O)>-1.5 (blue filled circles). Contrarily to what is ex-
pected for low-metallicity galaxies evolving as a closed-
box system (e.g., Edmunds & Pagel 1978; Alloin et al.
1979), N/O is not constant.
Figure 3 shows N/O for our metal-poor galaxies. The
vast majority have log (N/O)≈-1.6, which is the value ex-
pected for metal-poor galaxies. This plateau is though
to begin at log(O/H) . 7.7 (e.g., Berg et al. 2012), and
the actual value of log(N/O) may depend on the type
of galaxy (e.g., van Zee & Haynes 2006; Nicholls et al.
2014). There are galaxies with an excess of N/O
in Fig. 3. Those are the ones with low metallicity
but large N2 in Fig. 5 Possible reasons for this excess
could be, extra production of primary nitrogen, com-
ing from low-metallicity intermediate-mass stars (e.g.,
Molla´ et al. 2006; Gavila´n et al. 2006) or Wolf-Rayet
stars (Pe´rez-Montero et al. 2011, 2013), or a combina-
tion of inflows of metal-poor gas and outflows of enriched
gas (Amor´ın et al. 2010; Sa´nchez Almeida et al. 2014;
Nicholls et al. 2014). Nitrogen enhancements in similar
galaxies have also been reported by Lagos et al. (2009);
Monreal-Ibero et al. (2010); Lo´pez-Sa´nchez et al. (2011);
Amor´ın et al. (2012); James et al. (2013); Kehrig et al.
(2013).
6. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS
Our initial aim was improving the calibration used in
the literature to infer oxygen abundance from N2 for low-
metallicity galaxies. In particular, we compare N2 and
metallicity determined using the direct method in the
set of XMP galaxies worked out by Morales-Luis et al.
(2011). The first result is that the oxygen abundances ob-
tained using the direct method confirm that galaxies clas-
sified as low-metallicity galaxies in Morales-Luis et al.
(2011) are, indeed, metal-poor. The second result is more
discouraging though. The observed oxygen abundance
presents a tendency to be constant with N2 making it
difficult to work out any calibration at low metallicity.
Instead, we argue that the calibration O/H vs N2 by
PP04 can be used at low metallicity to set an upper limit
to the true metallicity (see Eq. 5).
O/H vs N2 presents a very large scatter (see Fig. 1).
6Fig. 6.— Oxygen abundance versus N2 for the metal-poor
galaxy sample. Red filled circles stand for galaxies log(N/O)≤-1.5,
whereas blue filled circles represent galaxies with log(N/O)>-1.5.
CLOUDY photoionization models allowed us to under-
stand the scatter. We found that N2 decreases with
the ionization parameter for a given oxygen abundance.
Considering that the degree of ionization is related to the
evolutionary state of the starburst ionizing the medium,
we analyze the state of evolution using the equivalent
width of Hβ. This analysis indicates that part of the dis-
persion observed is indeed due to the evolutionary state
of the galaxies. In addition, we found that part of the
scatter is also due to an excess of N/O in some of the
metal-poor galaxies. An excess could be due to an extra
production of primary nitrogen galaxies, or other pro-
cesses including inflows of metal-poor gas (Sec. 5.2).
In short, we find the commonly used metallicity es-
timate based on N2 to be uncertain at low-metallicities.
Fortunately, it is possible to use the N2 calibration to set
an upper limit to the abundance in metal-poor galaxies.
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